Sub : Award of reward-GSE to the police personnel of Kothamangalam Traffic-Orders Issued-reg  
Ref : Reward roll No.4156/17/ms dated 07/08/2017 received from DySP Muvattupuzha.

The following police personnel of Kothamangalam Traffic PS are awarded **Good Service Entry** for their earnest efforts to arresting the accused in LP case No.70/17 of JFCM I, Kothamangalam.

1. Sri. E.P Joy           SI  
2. Sri. Niju Bhasker    SCPO 10104  
3. Sri. Basil Joseph    CPO 11154  
4. Sri. Nissarmon      CPO 10725

**To**    :  The individual through their concerned unit head.  
**Copy To** : Section A6(b) for making necessary entries in the SB of the individual concerned, D.O Book.

23-08-2017  
George A V IPS,  
District Police Chief